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Abstract: The Viterbi algorithm is generally used in decoding convolutional codes utilized in communications. 

In this paper Viterbi decoder and convolution encoder is designed, used in speech to text conversion.We can 

utilize three variations for re-computing with operands and itsalterations. The modified full adder circuit is 

subjected to low power consumption and low area. This can be implemented in Application Specific Integrated 

circuit (ASIC). This paper explains reduction of power and area by utilization ofmodified full adder. In 

this,viterbi decoder is designed by utilizing the modified full adder. viterbi decoder and convolution encoder  

are implemented in speech to text conversion application. 

Index terms: Looking forward the procedure, re-computing throughencrypted operands, trellis. 
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I. Introduction 

The Viterbi algorithm is used method for decoding the convolution codes [1] effectively. This is mostly 

used in communication systems. By thisalgorithm  codes are decoded and those are used in differentapplications 

like satellite communications, radio relay and cellular relay. The high speed viterbi decoders are implemented 

by using serializes and deserilizers which having the critical power utilization and area constraints. Serializer-

deserializers (SERDES) are utilized in optical or magnetic storage memory drives like harddisk drive(HDD) or 

digital video  disc drive[2]. 

The Viterbi calculation is the comparative procedure for finding all likelihood successions of the states. 

In resulting sequence we observed the events and high efficiency which consist of limited number of states 

possible. There are different types of decoders are available to decode the data. Among these the viterbi 

decoders are used to decode the data. The viterbi decoders are consist of three major components they are 

Branch metric unit (BMU), Path metric unit (PMU), Survivor memory unit (SMU). The input signal of viterbi 

decoder is given to Branch metric unit. The Branch metric unit gives the metrics equivalent to the binary trellis 

reliant on the received signal. The output of branch metric unit is given to the path metric unit. The path metric 

unit consist of Add-Compare-Select unit (ACS). It is the core element of path metric unit. The ACS unitupdates 

the path metric units. SMU manages the survival paths. The output of viterbi decoder is taken at the output of 

survivor path memory unit. The branch metric unit and path metric unit uses the forward logic. The 

AddCompare Select unit uses the criticism circles. The speed is constrained by utilizing the include look at 

select unit. To breakdown the cycle bound for the viterbi decoder of limitation length K [4]-[10] M-step look 

forward systems are used.The speed of circuit is based on add-compare-select unit. One trellis step can combine 

the several trellis steps by using look ahead technique. The efficiency can be improved by using pipelining 

technique in add-compare-select unit. The iteration can be avoid by using pipelining technique. It is used in high 

speed communication systems. The add-compare-select unit front end of the Branch Metric Computation 

(BMP). This uses the look-ahead technique. The branch metric calculation made out of pipelined enrolls 

between each two stages. BMP joins the parallel trellis of various strides into a solitary complex trellis of one 

stage. Just the include task is before the immersion of trellis. The add operation is performed before the compare 

operation formerly the saturation. If the corresponding paths are having the low metrics, these are neglected. 

Within the sight of Very Large scaleintegaration (VLSI) the viterbi calculation is utilized in 

interpreting the convolution codes. Due to the faulty outputs the accuracy of decoding the convolution codes are 

degraded. In digital systems the faults are can happened through different ways including the alpha elements 

produced bybundle decay and cosmic rays which are generating the energetic neutrons. In advanced 

technologies the faults can be occurred by the device reduction, low power supply voltages and high operational 

frequencies.These can expand the possibility of transient mistakes. This can fundamentally influence the 

unwavering quality of calculations. Due to the cosmic rays a single event affronts and single event transients are 
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produced.The vast beams make the vivacious protons and neutrons, warm neutrons, arbitrary clamor, or flag 

honesty issues, these all subsequent in gadget deficiencies. In different domains of hardware architectures and 

different arithmetic unit sub mechanisms [11] [12] error detection is important. In order to achieve the fault 

resistance, reliability and error recognition the natural faults are used.In reliable designs have discussed to 

counter natural or mischievous errors [13]. Through the concurrent error detection the cryptographic 

architectures are immune [14]-[24]. In this paper we use two methods in the viterbi algorithm. The area and 

power consumption are reduced with respect to the proposed architectures. To achieve the transient and 

permeant faults the recomputing with encoded operands are used. We use the three variations i.e. recomputed 

with shifted operands (RESO) [25], and modified recomputing with shifting operands which having the low 

fault and recomputing with encoded operands (RERO) [26] are used to detect the faults in the add-compare-

select unit. Hardware redundancy methods through the signature based architectures are also used in RERO and 

RESO architectures. We use different types of self-checking methods based on two-rail encoding to adder 

components. These architectures are applied to low power consumption and lesser area structures of the viterbi 

decoders [2]. We encapsulates as follows,We propose a viterbi decoder and convolution encoder. The viterbi 

decoder uses the modified full adder [31] which is implemented by using multiplexers. The goals as power 

utilization and area. Different types of recomputing with encoded operands are used in viterbi decoder which is 

having the modified full adder. These methods uses the self-checking adder is used withtwo rail encoding 

[11].We have reproduced the proposed mistake identification structures and acquired the consequences of our 

reenactments. Our proposed viterbi decoder and convolution encoder is implemented in Application Specific 

Integrated Circuits (ASIC). The proposed viterbi decoder is utilizes the low power consumption and area. In this 

both convolution encoder and viterbi decoder is designed. This is used in speech to text conversion application. 

The performance metrics are calculated for both viterbi decoder and convolution encoder is calculated. 

In this paper, the organization is shown as follows, in chapter II, the viterbi algorithm is described, and 

in chapter III the proposed modified full adder utiliizingviterbi decoder and convolution encoder is explained. 

chapter IV the simulation results are explained. We can conclude the paper in section. 

    

II. Low Latency Viterbi Decoder 
 This section concentrate on branch metric commutation and the operations of add compare is 

neglected. To evacuate all redundancies an ideal methodology of adjusted paired gathering (BBG) [2] is utilized. 

The redundancies will in charge of longer deferral and additional unpredictability, the diverse ways share 

calculations. In conventional viterbi decoder the branch metric computations are performed sequentially. To 

provide equal or less latency look ahead based approach is used which is based on balanced binary grouping and 

it is highly efficient design. The balanced binary grouping is less complex than other methods. The branch 

metric precomputation is done in layer manner proposed for constraint length K and M-step look ahead 

technique.In VLSI architectures there is a chance of occurrence the transient and permanent faults. 

Theerroneous outputs in the architectures will happen due to the distinct and various stuck at faults. We will 

consider in all cases and simulate to reduce the power and area computations. 

 

III. Modified Full Adder 
 We develop recomputing with rotating operands, though the activities revamped with various operands 

to recognize the blunders. In first time the operands are given as normally as inputs. The second step is known 

as recomputed step. In this recomputed method, the operands are rotated or shifted and given as inputs. These 

operands are encoded first and functioned after decoding. At output stage the correct results are obtained. To 

identify both thetemporary and stable faults signature based schemes are used. To decrease the area and power 

intake, through the error recognition code like hamming codes, redundancy in time, adding insignificant area is 

above at the expense of higher total time is executed. 

 

A. Csa and Pcsa Architectures 

 The parallelization of include and contrast activities and in ACS itself is done to expand the ACS 

engineering is quick. For accomplishing the low power utilization the quantity of states is multiplied and 

channel reaction is reached out by an additional pieceTo eliminate the parallelism the add operation is operated 

by compare process. For initial steps there is no compare operation for remaining steps there is a add operation 

followed by compare operation. Add and compare operations are done in sequential manner. The order of add-

compare operation is changed to compare-add which is used in Carry-Select-Add (CSA) unit. To reduce the 

power and area than the CSA unit we are using the recomputing with encoded operands with CSA. Pre 

computed carry-select-add (PCSA) is a speedoptimized type. The PCSA architecture is used only for large K 

values and small M values. 

 We use the signature based methods for both CSA and PCSA units. A single stuck at fault can cause 

the fault or error in the result. For the adder modules self-checking adders based on two rail encoding is 
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used.The figs. 1 and 2 shows the CSA unit and PCSA unit. The CSA unit consist of two multiplexer, one 

subtractor and adder circuits. Previously the adder circuit consist off full adder but in proposed the adder circuit 

is replaced with modified full adder circuit for reducing the power consumption and area for architectures. In 

PCSA the original design consist of 2 muxs. The unique and duplicated multiplexers are compared by 

expending XOR gate.  

 

 
Fig 1.CSA architecture 

 

 The output of XOR gate connects to one of the inputs of OR gate. These input and output registers are 

integrated with other operands. To detect the faults in single bit, multiple bit or interleaved parity bit and cyclic 

redundancy. 

 In both CSA and PCSA unitsadders are present. These adders are utilized in the self-checking adder. 

This self-checking adder is implemented by cascading the adders. The self-checking adder is consist of Two-

pair two rail checkers, multiplexers and adders are connected in parallel. The checker driven by using two pairs 

of inputs. This is done by using XNOR gates. The two outputs at the checker are formed are in two pair form. If 

there is a fault at the input of checker the output is not in two rail notation and the error indication flag is 

elevatedto represent then there is a fault error in the system. 

 check are used. In the figs 1 and 2 the “p” represents the parity bits. To originate the error signal flag an 

OR gate units are necessary. The Errorsignal  is displayed at the OR gate. If the Error signal is at CSA it can be 

indicated as CSA_error which is shown in figures. If an error in at PCSA it can be indicated as PCSA_error. 

 

 
Fig 2 PCSA architecture 
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By using the self-checking adder, the adders in CSA and PCSA are implemented ,shown in Fig. 3.To pre figure 

the entirety bits and supplemented esteems the altered full viper is utilized. The first estimation of convey in is 

utilized to choose the aggregate bits.The unique value of carry input is used for selecting the sum bits.The 

output of both the adders are the output of CSA unit. The output of adders are given as input to the 

demultiplexer. By adding an additional adder [31] into the architecture ,we calculate the performance. The self-

checking adder is shown in Fig. 3. Now the inputs of circuits are given to the Two pair two rail checker. 

 

 
Fig 3 self-checking adder 

 

 By using AND gate, OR gate and NOR gate, Two pair 2-rail checker is implemented.The output of 

Two pair 2-rail checker is 00 or 11 then it indicates error in the data. If the output is 01 or 10 then there is no 

error in the circuit. 

 

B. RERO with CSA and PCSA 

 Detection of errors in CSA and PCSA architectures are implemented by recomputed with rotated 

operands (RERO). The different types of RERO is shown in fig 4 and 5.In this methodmore number of cycles 

produced for completion. In the first time the original operands are given as inputs. For the second cycle the 

inputs are rotated and given as inputs. By using RERO, both CSA and PCSA consists of four inputs. These 

inputs are given to the multiplexer as in original form and rotated form. The multiplexer having the select lines. 

If the multiplexer is set to process first run then the original operands are operated. If the select line sets to 

second run the rotated operands are given asinputs. In CSA using RERO. By using comparator The inputs are 

fed into subtractor whose selecting line is set. 

 The comparator performs the compare and select operations. The add operation is performed by using 

adder circuit. The outputs of both the adders are the output of CSA unit. These outputs of adders are given as 

input to the demultiplexer. The output of demultiplexer is compared by using XOR gate. If there is an error then 

the error indication flag is raised. 

 
Fig 4 Recomputing with rotated operands using CSA 
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 In PCSA circuit the first input is given to the comparator. The output of comparator acts as a select line 

to multiplexer. The other inputs are given to the adders circuits. The output of two multiplexer is the output of 

PCSA unit. If there is no error in the circuit then the output is passing through the separate demultiplexers are 

used by the RESO, which performs the recomputing with shifted operands. In this all,theoperands are shifted 

from left or right by n bits. The first challenge in RERO is to reduce the iteration between most significant bit 

and leastsignificant bit. The second challenge is to increase the performance from sub-pipelining as a part of 

ASIC implementations. For storing the decisions the Branch metric unit and Survivor path memory unit uses 

these registers. We use the parity bits to detect the errors. 

 

 
Fig 5 Recomputing with encoded operands using PCSA 

 

 The modified full adder is shown in Fig 6. By using multiplexer the full adder circuit is implemented. 

Due to this implementation the power consumption and area of Viterbi decoder is reduced than the precious 

architectures which is shown in results section. This modified full adder is placed in self checking adder in place 

of adder circuit. This total modified self-checking adder is placed in CSA adder circuit. In general full adder 

circuit is the XOR gate is supplanted with multiplexer. The XOR gate consumes more power than the 

multiplexer. In the three inputs the one input and its complemented input is given to the multiplexer and the 

remaining inputs are given to the XOR gate. The full adder circuit is implemented using 4:1multiplexers. Each 

4:1 mux is composed of three 2:1 multiplexers. 

 

 
Fig 6 Modified Full Adder (MFA) circuit 
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 Convolution encoder being a finite state machine used for encoding the given input data. This 

convolution encoder is implemented with modolo-2 operation and register. The register is used to store the 

modolo-2 operation outputs. The D-flip flop is used as register. The modolo-2 operation is performed by using 

XOR operation. 

 In communication systemsthe Viterbi decoder is used. In this work, the speech to text conversion is 

taken. The convolution encoder and viterbi decoder is applied to design the speech to text conversion 

application. 

 

IV. Results and Evaluvation 
The output wave form for Viterbi decoder and convolution encoder for speech to text conversion application is 

shown in below figure. 

In this the HELLO is taken as input signal which is given into the input signal. At the output the same data is 

replicated with respect to the input signal. 

 
Fig 7. Output waveform for convolution encoder and Viterbi decoder for speech to text conversion application 

 

Architecture Area Power (nw) 

   

CSA self-using full adder 623 50553.636 
   

CSA self-using MFA 392 25509.063 

   

CSA fault using full adder 602 47215.320 

   

CSA fault using MFA 387 36974.791 
   

PCSA self-using full adder 684 63492.733 
   

PCSA self-using MFA 456 49489.009 

   

PCSA fault using full adder 684 49944.814 

   

PCSA fault using MFA 427 4763.132 
   

RCSA self-using full adder 623 63911.755 

   

RCSA self-using MFA 318 2119.886 

   

RCSA fault using full adder 602 63761.176 

   

RCSA fault using MFA 304 20279.191 
   

RPCSA self-using full adder 1840 967617.924 

   

RPCSA self-using MFA 511 527731.243 

   

RPCSA fault using full adder 1766 85561.823 
   

RPCSA fault using MFA 426 416529.831 

   

Table 1: Area and Power calculations for Viterbi decoder 
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 By replacing the full adder with modified full adder, the area and power consumption is decreased than 

the previous architectures which is shown in above table. 

 

Architecture Area Power(nw) 

   

CSA self 28120 8898660.908 
   

CSA fault 27836 9746883.475 

   

PCSA self 27182 9066592.996 

   

PCSA fault 27162 9033490.359 
   

RCSA self 27994 13974080.050 

   

RCSA fault 27263 12511273.939 

   

RPCSA self 28251 11957052.193 

   

RPCSA fault 25982 12742298.461 
   

Table 2: Area and power calculations of convolution encoder and decoder 

 

The total area and power calculations of Viterbi decoder wit modified full adder and convolution encoder is 

shown in above table. 

 

V. Conclusion And Futurescope 
In this paper,the Viterbi decoder is designed by using modified full adder and convolution encoder is also 

designed. This can reduce the power consumption and area is reduced. It is designed by using IUS tool, RTL 

compiler and SOC encounter. In further the power consumption and area are reduced by using another adder 

circuits. We can use this in communication systems. 
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